DRAMATIC DEVELOPMENT IN RIDING MOWERS

Until now the traditional Riding Mower, whilst ideal for large regular-shaped areas, has been less suitable for lawns interspersed with flower beds, shrubs, trees and other ornamental features because the normal seat does not track accurately enough to avoid cutting corners which leads either to damage or to areas being left uncut.

ATCO's new 24" Riding Mower with Auto-steer Seat incorporates a brilliant solution to this problem and really makes the advantages of big-area mowers available to the most intricately patterned lawn. A patented link arm enables the track of the seat roller to follow INSIDE the track of the cutting cylinder so that the most awkward corners and edges are cut exactly and cleanly. The basic specification of the machine is equally outstanding and having 24" wide cylinder-type cutters gives a superb finish to the lawn whilst the fully adjustable seat is of a luxurious comfort and, if required, can be detached instantly to give a pedestrian-controlled machine.

Ample power is provided by a sturdy 150 c.c. flywheel-assisted 4-stroke engine and a fluted, rubber-covered two-piece rear roller is fitted to ensure excellent traction, whilst a centrally positioned footbrake controls the risk of any overrun.

Price £133 0s. 0d. (complete).